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-CHAPTER 60 
··································"· 
RHETORIC AND 
DIGITAL MEDIA 
........................................................... ········ .... ········ ............. ······ 
IAN BOGOST AND ELIZABETH LOSH 
CRITICS of computational media can often be seen as being allied with one of hrn 
genealogies, that of Marshall McLuhan or that of Friedrich Kittler. McLuhan famoush' 
declared that "the medium is the message" (1964: 7) and expanded the range of cui-
tural messages worth celebrating to include media that might seem to resist interpreta-
tion, such as lighting and clothing. McLuhan also distinguished between "hot" media, 
such as film, which supposedly provide an audience experience of deep immersion 
through sequential, linear, and logical arrangements, and "cool" media, such as com-
ics, which require perception of abstract patterning and a simultaneous decoding of all 
parts. Like Vannevar Bush, who viewed the computer largely as a storage and retrieval 
device, McLuhan saw the computer as a "research and communication instrument" 
1995: 295) and compared it to print genres like the encyclopedia or print storage sr~-
tems like the library. 
If McLuhan (1962, 1964, 1992) considered media to be "extensions of man; Kittler 
saw technology as having certain autonomous operations. Once computer programs 
vere written and pathways were etched upon silicon chips, there were logics ofprogm-
sion at work independent of human agency. For Kittler, media are not simple vessels for 
extending the human body. Kittler argues that specific technological devices, such as the 
typewriter, the gramophone, or the film camera, shape human expression, and that the 
computer operates similarly, although computer code functions very differently from 
h u.man language. He examines how media record, store, and display information as part 
of the larger history of technology. Along with Vilem Flusser, Kittler is often seen as a 
key figure in contemporary German media theory, one whose approach focuses on the_ 
workings of an increasingly automated and technical world rather than the agenc)' 01 
h u.man beings who interact with technologies and media merely as tools. 
Many critics would argue that an understanding of rhetoric in relation to the pro· 
cedural systems of computational media has an even longer history that dates back to 
the birth of computer science in the mid-twentieth century. For example, in Claude 
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Shannon's famous 1949 text on information theory, The Mathematical Theory of 
Communication, the introduction by Warren Weaver includes a meditation on how 
"propaganda theory" operates, and imagines how audiences in the Soviet Union 
might understand the persuasive functions of a US newsreel. (The fact that the title 
of Shannon's work had gone from "A Mathematical Theory" to "The Mathematical 
Theory" speaks to his own understanding of making effective claims to expertise.) By 
1965, Robert Abelson and J. Douglas Carroll were speculating about "computer simu-
lation of individual belief systems" in the journal American Behavioral Scientist and 
positing how an "ideology machine" could be constructed that reduced the premises of 
political arguments to if-then statements. In 1966 Joseph Weizenbaum built the ELIZA 
computer program, which mimicked patient interchanges with a Rogerian therapist by 
using a logic of repetition and open-ended questions as a template for scripting outputs 
from inputs. In 1968 J. C. R. Licklider and Robert W. Taylor wrote the influential essay, 
"The Computer as a Communication Device;' which predicted that people would soon 
be able to communicate more effectively through a machine than face to face. 
In the 1970s came the rise of what Peter Lunenfeld has called "The Aquarians;• a 
group of technological utopians that included Douglas Engelhart, Alan Kay, and Ivan 
Sutherland. Lunenfeld (2011) argues that these technologists promoted a Kindercult that 
emphasized the early education of children with computers as a way to promote human 
creativity and to bridge the gap between a specific culture of scientific and mathematical 
rationality and the rest of humanity. The same period spawned the influential manifes-
tos of Ted Nelson about the liberatory potential of hypertext and how computers could 
serve as "dream machines" (1974: 1); Nelson's self-published pamphlets influenced early 
microcomputer designers at Xerox PARC and Apple, among others. In his attempts at 
software development, Nelson's ideas about possible alternatives to the design ofhyper-
linked HTML pages or the traditional desktop computer never proved to be practical for 
the mainstream market. Despite this failure in practice, Nelson's importance in theory 
is difficult to minimize, and his work has been cited as inspiration for Tim Berners-Lee's 
design for the World Wide Web. 
Although some rhetoricians were aware that the paradigm of media theory was 
changing in the post-McLuhan era, relatively few viewed the computer as a device 
for communicating as well as for calculating until the 1990s. The term "digital rheto-
ric" can be traced to Richard Lanham and his seminal essay on the subject, "Digital 
Rhetoric: Theory, Practice, and Property" (1992), which later appeared as "Digital 
Rhetoric and the Digital Arts" (1995). Lanham's essay focuses on one central ques-
tion: "What happens when the text moves from page to screen?" and suggests that the 
fact that texts have become "unfixed and interactive" (1995: 31) undermines already 
decaying traditional canons of knowledge while also creating exciting new possibil-
ities along with the rise of electronic information. At the time Lanham was writing, 
he was part of a larger debate about the "death" of print literature, although Lanham's 
specific interest in rhetorics of digital media dated back to the early 1980s and his 
attendance at gatherings of computer graphics specialists at the SIGGRAPH confer-
ence and his involvement with early experiments with publishing in new multimedia 
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cligital formats. While Lanham challenged the idea that rhetoric should be located 
e ·elusively in humanities disciplines, he also described "digital rhetoric" primaril 
through the verbal and visual features that would be familiar to his fellow humanis~ 
:.ee Lanham 1995). 
Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin could similarly be seen as conservative figures 
because they situated new forms of digital "remediation"-how "digital forms both bor-
row from and seek to surpass earlier forms" (1999: 171)-in a longer lineage of conven-
tional rhetorical history, albeit one that included branching multimodal media m ih 
cultural narrative, such as illuminated manuscripts, stained glass windows, and comic 
books. While Bolter and Grusin emphasized the importance of visual as well as ver-
bal rhetoric, they also deemphasized the importance of computer algorithms and other 
rule-based systems and flattened the potential dimension of computational rhetoric to 
the reconfiguration of existing methods of symbolization. 
Instead of focusing on the technical specifics of code and platforms, earlier digital 
rhetoricians in the 1990s frequently analyzed how new digital genres for the screen, par-
ticularly hypertext fiction, were composed by authors and received by audiences. Much 
of this criticism also responded to at least one of two trends in rhetorical study during 
the 1980s and 1990s: the rise of deconstruction and poststructuralism more generally 
and the elevation of pre-Socratic rhetoric, especially by feminist theorists. The work of 
Gregory Ulmer, Victor Vitanza, Stuart Moulthrop, and George Landow could be seen 
as typifying the poststructuralist turn in rhetorical study, while the work of Kathleen 
Welch (1999) might be seen as representative of the feminist pre-Socratic one. 
In his classic and frequently upgraded book, Hypertext, which later appeared as 
Hypertext 2.0 and Hypertext 3.0 (1991, 1997, 2006), Landow navigates the pathways 
through which electronic documents link to each other and makes generalization) 
about how the reader makes choices among competing texts and alternative logical 
paths. Landow sees a cultural convergence taking place in which software develop-
ment and poststructuralist theory are producing similar texts, and he frequently cites 
the work of Michel Foucault, Roland Barthes, and Jacques Derrida (along with that of 
Ulmer) as a way to understand seemingly nonlinear texts created for the screen. Yet 
Landow asserts that the poststructuralist reader is still oriented through a "rhetoric of 
arrivals and departures" and suggests that hypertext conventions could be codified into 
what he calls "a rhetoric and stylistics of writing fore-space" (1999). 
Welch's 1999 book, Electric Rhetoric, also cites Ulmer as it rejects the Aristotelian/ 
Platonic/Socratic model of rhetoric as fundamental and proposes lsocrates as the bet-
ter classical rhetorician through which to understand the current media age. lsocrates, 
she argues, did not rely on the rigid, mutually exclusive, binary opposition of writing 
to speaking, and could be seen as both a sophist and a precursor to postmodernism for 
whom the word logos represented a "flux of language, thought, and action" rather than a 
master logic of structured hierarchies and a taxonomy of parts to wholes. 
Although this small cadre of rhetoricians was exhilarated by the advent of new media, 
many other new media critics tended to devalue the importance of the legacy of classi-
cal rhetoric if their work was devoted to radical paradigm shifts in communication. For 
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example, in The Language of New Media software theorist Lev Manovich concludes that 
"digital rhetoric" was probably insignificant if not obsolescent: 
Traditionally, texts encoded human knowledge and memory, instructed, inspired, 
convinced, and seduced their readers to adopt new ideas, new ways of interpreting 
the world, new ideologies .... While it is probably possible to invent a new rhetoric 
of hypermedia that will use hyperlinking not to distract the reader from the argu-
ment (as is often the case today), but rather to further convince her of an argument's 
validity, the sheer existence and popularity of hyperlinking exemplifies the continu-
ing decline of the field of rhetoric in the modern era. (2001: 76) 
Ironically, by the 2009 annual conference of the College Art Association, Manovich was 
celebrating the power of what he called "database rhetorics" for furthering strong digi-
tal arguments about politics and policy with massive and heterogeneous collections of 
evidence. 
Scholars of mass media and social psychology also began taking an interest in compu-
tation media and considering how they might influence both individual human actors 
and specific segments of the population. Because computational media could narrow-
cast personalized content and schedule reinforcing stimuli with more precision based 
on user feedback, computational media promised to capture more cognitive attention in 
more user environments than even television had, and moral panics about excessive use 
and digital "addiction" soon became part of the larger cultural conversation. Those such 
as B. J. Fogg (2002) of the "persuasive technologies" movement argue that the aim of 
such technologies should be to persuade rather than coerce. They locate the new field of 
"captology" in the traditional frameworks of classical rhetoric in general and Aristotle in 
particular. With the rise of ubiquitous computing technologies, the emphasis of Fogg's 
persuasive technologies movement has perhaps shifted from the screen to the sensor, as 
"smart" environments cue users to avoid risk, conserve energy, exercise, and promote 
other forms of public health and safety. 
High-profile technocrats championing digital inclusion and the adoption of new 
technologies tended to approach the rhetorical tradition somewhat differently as a 
framework for thinking about traditional technologies of memory, recording, display, 
replication, and dissemination in comparison to digital ones. For example, the ancient 
method of rhetorical training known as the "palace of memory" or "theater of mem-
ory" technique has been an important point of reference. In Being Digital Nicholas 
Negroponte argues that memory structures that survive from classical antiquity serve 
as valuable models for "navigating three-dimensional space to store and retrieve infor-
mation" (1996: 107). Plato's anxieties about writing or the theater (and his debates with 
Aristotle about new media technologies) were frequently cited in discussions about 
digital culture by both cyberutopians and cyberdystopians and became an important 
touchstone for Nicholas Carr's The Shallows (2010 ). 
With the invention of web browsing software in the 1990s, new forms of Internet-
based communication such as biogs, wikis, vlogs ( video biogs), and on line video games 
... 
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egan to flourish and thus also spurred new forms of rhetorical cru 
',\nen Patricia Roberts-Miller created a blog supposedly written b) her 
:,opular with rhetoricians, it suggested that there were many n~ 
dentities, roles, subjectivities, and voices to be asked with Web 2.o t 'l"">IJUlll 
vnce relatively small movement in rhetoric and composition, 10 which 
networked through one journal, Computers and Composition, and one 
~ omputers and Writing, s~_ce t~e 1980s, suddenly grew m complex.ii) andW111Jtrtnc1. 
Journals, conferences, mailing hsts, and groups on social media SIies shared 
uon and showcased debate. Laura Gurak (2001), Barbara Warnick (20<>7 
Alexander (2006), and John Logie (2006) published books about the rhrtoria) 
s1ons of new forms of online behavior and new media literacies, and some 
-•Y0&1; .. ou,;n 
as Cheryl Ball and Virginia Kuhn, intentionally eschewed print pubhcatt0n 
argue for the greater rhetorical richness of writing that is not dependent on tht 
tions of the printed page. The collaborative nature of digital genre, uch " 
biogs also appealed to specialists in writing with multiple author uch as A 
Lunsford and Lisa Ede. Increased access to once-forbidden type~ of text , such 
nography, was explored by John Durham Peters, who argues that the ad\ent of por 
raphy that is "privately viewed, digital, networked, virtual in sociability, and bawd 
much in image as text" (2011: 158) challenges traditional definitions of ob en t 
the senior rhetorician Gerald Graff was defending the practices of digital )OUth 
critics like Mark Bauerlein, author of The Dumbest Generation (2009), in the ull 
President's Column in the Newsletter of the Modern Language Assomtion 
Rhetoricians also became more concerned with copyright policy afttr the p 
the Digital Millennium Copyright Act by the US Congress in 1998. Just a their tu 
were expanding their creative experimentation with these new genres, it seemed 
many kinds of new digital behaviors were being prohibited, particularly mce exemp-
tions from the law's antiduplication regulations were only granted inattall) i r 
and media studies professors. Because rhetoric and composition was not JUd ed t 
a protected field, and many writing studies faculty did not have regular proi 
appointments, many felt that the language of the law would bar the lair use of di 
materials in learning environments in ways that would hamper instruction m d gital 
eracy. In 2005 Martha Vicinus and Carolyn Eisner organized the Origmaht), Im t 
and Plagiarism conference at the University of Michigan, which in\'lted a number 
popular "copyleft" and free culture advocates, who became participants Ul an In 
tial subsequent publication (Vicinus and Eisner 2009). Writing faculty ,uch 15 Mart 
Courant Rife testified before Congress, pleading for revisions to the la", and the 
lectual property caucuses and working groups of a number of profes~ional assoru 
sought to challenge the law. While algorithms to detect plagiarism came into \\idcr 
and many campuses adopted proprietary technologies such Turnitin, ~ome f rtt 
ture advocates like Rebecca Moore Howard (1995, 2005) championed the import 
of Internet "patchwriting" and encouraged multicampus research effort,, mclu 
Citation Project, to explore the developmental function of online borro"ing " 
imitate and evolve their own styles. 
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However, before the publication of Ian Bogost's Persuasive Games: The Expressive 
Power of Videogames in 2007, rhetoricians-like new media scholars-often overlooked 
theories from discourses of computer science and the role of what Bogost calls "pro-
cedural rhetoric;' which he characterizes as "the art of persuasion through rule-based 
representations and interactions rather than spoken word, writing, images, or moving 
pictures" (Bogost 2007: ix). According to Bogost, such persuasion is "tied to the core 
affordances of the computer: computers run processes, they execute calculations and 
rule-based symbolic manipulations" (ix). For Bogost, playing computer games can 
spur understanding of procedural rhetoric because players can infer the structures of 
underlying rules. 
Bogost cites the work of James Paul Gee (2003), who had become an influential fig-
ure in understanding the rhetoric of games, which Gee characterized as an important 
model for comprehending literacy, discourse, and expertise. Gee argues that games 
often contain messages that require play to decode. For example, he famously argued 
that the mechanic of play in Tomb Raider actually encourages the student Lara Croft 
to defy the professor who seems to be a didactic source of authority in the beginning. 
Persuasive Games appeared near the height of a heated debate in computational media 
criticism between the so-called narratologists, led by Janet Murray and Henry Jenkins, 
and the so-called ludologists, led by Espen Aarseth and Gonzalo Frasca. Murray (1997) 
argued that interactive media have lasting cultural value because such media represent 
an ongoing commitment to storytelling that deeply engages audiences, and that the nar-
rative function of new media as a relationship between teller and tale is primary. In con-
trast, Aarseth insisted that such media are much more like games than stories, and that 
they are structured primarily by rules rather than by plots. Aarseth also asserted that 
games have a rich cultural history that should not be undervalued, and that game stud-
ies as a formal scholarly discipline has a place in the academy as well. 
Bogost later allied himself with speculative realism, a school of philosophical thought 
very different from the positions of either Murray or Aarseth, but one that matched his 
own understanding of how "unit operations" function when software programs are 
actually executed. Bogost adopts a stand in favor of what he calls "object-oriented ontol-
ogy" (000), a metaphysical movement that rejects the privileging of human existence 
over the existence of nonhuman objects and follows the antianthropocentric teachings 
of Bruno Latour (as read by Graham Harman [2009]). Other rhetoricians were also 
drawn to 000, some of whom examined objects of study in the rhetorical tradition 
related to complex systems like the environment or politics rather than computational 
media, as did Bogost and, later, Alex Reid (2007), author of The Two Virtuals: New 
Media and Composition. Romanticist Timothy Morton (2011) has argued that the canon 
of rhetoric related to delivery (Gk. hypokrisis; L. actio), for example, invites an engage-
ment with the discrete components of the physical world, whether it be the pebbles in 
the mouth of Demosthenes, the parts of a modern amplification system with a micro-
phone, or the components of a contemporary computer chip. 
Since publishing Persuasive Games, Bogost has become embroiled in a number of 
disputes with advocates of "gamification" who reduce procedural rhetoric to a schema 
.... 
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Jiat focuses on simple correlations between the motivation of partiapanis 
.n play and how rewards are either gratified or delayed. The garnificauon 
business, education, and other sectors of the economy and culture has also~,"tm!TI! 
backlash from critics of digital labor, who argue that the paradigm of rtcr~ 
untary engagement hides the way that gamification schemes compel compt 
rule-based systems in which it may be more difficult for users to gain an ach 
in traditional games. 
The work of defining digital rhetoric has continued throughout the twrnt 
tury. Elizabeth Losh's (2009) Virtualpolitik took issue with Bogo t' claim that 
was more about persuasion than occasion, though she was one of the first rhtto 
to accept his procedural _rhetoric framewo_r~ and the ~portance of examining 1 
affordances and constraints. She defines d1g1tal rhetoric as existing on four le\ffl: 1 
conventions of new digital genres that are used for everyday discourse, a \'tell as for 
cial occasions, in average people's lives; (2) public rhetoric, often in the form of polJt 
messages from government institutions, which is represented or recorded through 
tal technology and disseminated via electronic distributed networks; (3) the rm 
scholarly discipline concerned with the rhetorical interpretation of computer gmtt 
media as objects of study; and (4) mathematical theories of communication from 
field of information science, many of which attempt to quantify the amount of unctt 
tainty in a given linguistic exchange or the likely paths through which messages tm 
Losh argues that naive positions that laud efficiency in communication as a pnllW} 
goal actually show a failure to understand the actual writings of early pioneers o( tdt 
communication and cybernetics like Shannon and Wiener, who under tood the, 
of seemingly inefficient message redundancy and the use of multiple channels. 
Despite the utility of procedural rhetoric as an analytical and design tool, Bogostbltr 
embraced Losh's account of public rhetoric as an apt description of man)', and ptrhaps 
even most, computational rhetoric practices in the first decade of the ne'n millenruum. In 
particular, both the positive and negative characterizations of software and Video gamtS 
by the government in the public media primarily serve to associate public 'norks \\ th or 
dissociate them from) functional aspects of that medium, irrespective ofho'I'. an act1W 
examples are put to use. For example, as part ofFirst Lady Michelle Obama\ •1.tt MO\ 
campaign to end childhood obesity, the White House ran a contest imiting subm 
of "apps for healthy kids:• As Losh's theory of public computational rhetoric predicts. tht 
actual quality, accuracy, or utility of the resulting programs have much I rhetorical 
effect than the fact that the contest itself existed and associated the White House lrlth the 
positive features of the "app economy:• Likewise, when Vice President J~ Bidcn assem 
bled a gun control task force in the wake of the Sandy Hook massacre ot 2012. hlS tm 
tion of media industry representatives, including members of the \·ideo game ind 
placed that medium in the position of potential wrongdoer not by ~~e of \\iut ~ 
ior video games do or do not elicit but by making the industry a participant ID talks 111 
first place. This gesture had the political effect of allowing Biden to appear 10 be add 
ing all possible concerns, not just that of firearm access and manufactunng, C\'tn 
task force really hoped to impose controls on the latter from the start. In bolh th 
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the procedural rhetoric of specific software programs, applications, and games is less rhe-
torically relevant than the public positioning of those forms in the media. 
In his encyclopedic account of digital rhetoric, Douglas Eyman (2013) contests a num-
ber of the central claims in Losh's Virtualpolitik, while still characterizing it as an impor-
tant precursor in the attempt to write a global theory to characterize the field. Eyman is 
particularly vexed by Losh's appropriation of information theory, on the grounds that 
she is repeating the mistakes ofTiziana Terranova, who fetishizes the quantitative char-
acter of information at the expense of rhetoric, though Eyman agrees with Losh and 
Bogost that technological theories may well add complexity and depth to the field of dig-
ital rhetoric. Like N. Katherine Hayles, whose account of posthumanism tells the "story" 
of"how information lost its body" (1999: 4), Losh was interested in recovering the Latin 
understanding of the for ma as being analogous to a "last, mold, or stamp" closely tied to 
investments in material substrates, and regretted possible misreadings of her work. 
Eyman (2013) devotes a section ofhis introduction to "computational rhetoric;' which 
incorporates theories from artificial intelligence about argument and computation and 
relies on the development of argumentation schema and computational methods to 
address and process informal logic and persuasion. Eyman specifically cites Floriana 
Grasso's (2002) "Towards Computational Rhetoric" and Crosswhite et al:s (2004) 
"Computational Models of Rhetorical Argument" as examples of efforts to use rheto-
ric to design the programming of artificial intelligence systems. Eyman insists that the 
main drawback to the computational rhetoric approach is its reliance on formal argu-
mentation schemas, which reveals a tendency to reduce rhetoric to argument, which he 
considers to be just as incomplete as reducing rhetoric to ornamentation. Eyman also 
asserts that representing complex systems purely algorithmically makes it too easy to 
ignore material connections. 
By the time of Eyman's critique, Noah Wardrip-Fruin (2009) had revisited Abelson 
and Weizenbaum in his work on "expressive processing" that challenged older models 
of hypertext rhetoric. He also had worked with Pat Harrigan to create the First Person 
(2006), Second Person (2007), and Third Person (2009) series of edited collections about 
the relationship between identity, subjectivity, and playable systems. In addition to his 
work on "procedural literacy;' Wardrip-Fruin's colleague Michael Mateas developed 
what he calls "rhetoric engines" in creating Al systems to stage virtual dramas or create 
interactive multimedia textbooks. 
Yet as issues involving computational rhetoric become more mainstream in rhetori-
cal studies, new critics have argued that this rhetoric may be constituted too narrowly. 
Cynthia Selfe has led a group advocating for the importance of auditory rhetorics and 
the need to avoid privileging the visual over other kinds of interactions involving human 
perception with computational media that record, store, and display/play information. 
Her 2009 call to action, "The Movement of Air, the Breath of Meaning: Aurality and 
Multimodal Composing;' was particularly influential. Rhetorician Jentery Sayers (2010) 
has asserted that a similar bias against considering the sound file as an object of study 
also operates in archival projects in the digital humanities. 
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'?ther sch?lars argue that digital rhet?ric has b~c~me too focused on first-v. rid rbt 
,oncal practices a~d personal elect~omcs that privilege individual freedom and a self 
·eparate from social agency. Fran~o1s Bar (Sey et al. 2013) led an international 
?"e~earchers stud'.ing public computing o~ a m_ultiyear odyssey that seemed to~ 
private ownership of consumer electronics without social interaction with •womtdi 
aries" is not the first choice of many residents in the Global South. Gene\ie\ e 8d] and 
Paul Dourish ( 2011) note that technological visions about infrastructure and ubt IOus 
computing were shaped by ideologies and assumptions that could not be assu:ed to 
be natural or universal. However, subaltern computational practices were not tdealiud 
either. Nishant Shah and Sunil Abraham (2009) note the presence of digital vigilantism 
in China and India and the problems with assuming that Pierre Levy's model of collcc 
tive intelligence would always hold true. Wendy Chun (2009) analyzed Internet rumors 
in South Korea. Sam Gregory, the head of WITNESS, a video sharing web archheforctt• 
izen journalism captured with mobile devices, challenged celebratory narrati\e) about 
the digital rhetoric of remix culture by emphasizing the importance of pri\'acy, consent, 
and verification in cases involving human rights abuse and the value of traditional l'lluc 
developed in fields such as documentary filmmaking, ethnography, and internauonal 
law. Political activists working to promote civil society in the developing world argued 
that people's technological preferences in vehicles of rhetorical expression are not alv.'3) 
for devices that require extensive infrastructure and consequently risk surveillance b} 
the authorities. For example, Tad Hirsch, creator of Freedom Fone, developed an optn 
source software system that enables person-to-person broadcast without rel)1ng on 
the Internet. Among self-described rhetoricians, Gustav Verhulsdonck and Marohang 
Limbu (2014) have challenged the Anglo-American biases of discourses around d1gnal 
literacy and called for a broader approach to the field. 
Questions about the necessary expertise for effective rhetorical instruction have also 
risen to the forefront as digital rhetoric becomes a recognizable academic field. The Ji• 
cipline of digital design is increasingly important for rhetorical studies; graphic de,ign· 
ers such as Ellen Lupton spoke to rhetoricians, and rhetoricians such as Anne Frances 
Wysocki participated in design communities. xtine burrough redesigned the ba 1c 
Bauhaus course developed in Weimar Germany for the Adobe Creative Suite When 
Annette Vee, Mark Marino, Mark Sample, Dave Parry, Karl Stolley, Carl Wh1thau~. Jim 
Brown, and many other digital rhetoricians made the argument for explicitly teach· 
ing students to write lines of code in specific computer languages, many pedagogues 
responded with anxiety about issues of access and competency. Melanie Yergeau and 
Paul Heilker (2011) also feared that disability issues around cultures of difference and 
affective comfort would be ignored. 
'The work of defining "digital rhetoric" continues as members of the Digital Rhetorl( 
Collaborative attempt to separate-as well as integrate-rhetorics within computation 
from rhetorics about computation. Understanding how particular rhetorical operauo~ 
may be inscribed in the processes of computation is important to these stakeholders, 
but so is positioning themselves as public rhetors in the growing body of commentary 
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about new forms of literacies and new types of computer-mediated engagement with 
machines and other human beings. 
This is not necessarily a victory for rhetoric and computation. While earlier forms of 
rhetoric might seem less rhetorical, in the sense that they are less about making them-
selves appear valuable or important and more about inventing and carrying out pro-
cesses of communication, persuasion, and expression, the truth is that computational 
rhetorics arose at a time when it had become difficult to ascend beyond appearances 
in public rhetoric. Stated differently, computational rhetorics that deeply and earnestly 
engage with the unique representational features of hardware and software have a hard 
time overcoming the popularity and conventions of more familiar forms of inscrip-
tion: writing, speech, and images. In part, this is because the computer as a medium is 
mostly used as an extension of these prior forms of inscription; it is primarily used as a 
networked terminal for creating and distributing text, images, and video via websites, 
biogs, apps, and other online services. In this sense, today's computer age is really a con-
tinuation of the prior triumph of writing and images. 
Rhetoric still has much to offer computation as a field and today's computational cul-
ture. Traditionally, rhetoric has thrived by breaking down forms of representation and 
signification into component techniques, both through the formal activity of identifica-
tion and cataloging and through the expository activity of practice and pedagogy. By 
digging deeper into the computational foundations of software and hardware systems 
and elucidating those systems as participants in meaning creation as much as engineer-
ing practice, rhetoric has the potential to offer a complement or "counterpart" (antistro-
phos) to computer science and engineering. 
FURTHER READING 
In addition to the well-known works of Marshall McLuhan, those interested in the 
material properties of media in general and digital media in particular should consult 
the works of Friedrich Kittler in greater detail: Discourse Networks 1800/1900 (1990), 
Gramophone, Film, Typewriter (1999), and Optical Media (2009). Vilem Flusser's Into 
the Universe of Technical Images (2011) is also helpful for understanding contemporary 
German theories of computational media. Historically speaking, the "father of cyber-
netics" Norbert Wiener's book, Cybernetics (1965), and his introductory article, "Men, 
Machines, and the World About" (1954), complement Vannevar Bush's 1945 article, "As 
We May Think;' a speculation about the informational uses of computational devices. 
Those interested in the origins of hypertext and the World Wide Web should consult Ted 
Nelson's (1965) "A File Structure for the Complex, the Changing, and the Indeterminate" 
as well as web inventor Tim Berners-Lee's (2000) autobiographical Weaving the Web. 
Alan Kay and Adele Goldberg's (1977) classic article, "Personal Dynamic Media;' 
accompanies Licklider and Nelson as an influential text of the early days of the per-
sonal computer. For a one-stop dip into many of these readings and others, consult The 
New Media Reader (Wardrip-Fruin and Montfort 2003). For more on the relationships 
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between computer hardware and software, consult books in the MIT Pres •s Soft,,. 
tudies and Platform Studies book series, especially Wardrip-Fruin's (2009) Ex 'i1rt 
Processing and Bogost and Mont fort's (2009) Racing the Beam, as well as Erkki H::: 
and Jussi Parikka's (2011) Media Archaeology. 
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